Consequentialism and Famine

I. Moral Theory: Introduction
Here are five questions we might want an ethical theory to answer for us:

i) Which acts are right and which are wrong? Which acts ought we to perform (understanding the "ought" as a moral "ought")?
   a. Who is part of our moral community? Towards whom (or what) do we have moral duties and obligations? (Some/all other humans? Animals? Ecological systems? Androids/computers?)
   b. How do moral ‘oughts’ interact with other reasons for action? Do they always “trump” other reasons?

ii) What makes a particular action right or wrong? What is it about the action that determines its moral status?

iii) How do we know what is right and wrong?

iv) What, if anything, motivates us to do what is right?

Normative ethics: addresses “first-order” questions about our moral lives, questions about what morality requires/permits us to do, and what is morally valuable. E.g. should we be vegetarians? Is euthanasia permissible? Is it (morally) good to devote oneself to a life of pleasure?

Meta-ethics: addresses questions about first-order (normative) ethical judgments, e.g., about the nature of morality; the meaning of moral talk; whether morality is absolute or relative; whether moral judgments can be true or false (objective) or merely subjective, how we can have knowledge of moral truth.

II. One Normative Theory (to start): Consequentialism
Consequentialism’s whole focus is on consequences of action. The project is to figure out what is intrinsically good, e.g., pleasure, happiness, welfare, preference satisfaction, or some other list of objective goods (health, knowledge, etc.), and then the right thing is to bring that good(s) about or minimize the opposite.

One version of consequentialism is Eudaimonistic Utilitarianism (‘eudaimonia’ means ‘flourishing’ in Greek):

Greatest Happiness Principle: …actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness. [John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism]

Or as contemporary moral theorists state it:

You ought always to act so as to maximize happiness/flourishing, i.e., the right act is the act that results in the greatest amount of happiness/flourishing overall.

Different forms of consequentialism vary in the kind of consequences they consider relevant, and the kind of requirement with respect to those consequences (maximize, etc). A template might look like this:

YOU OUGHT ALWAYS TO ACT SO AS TO [fill in mode of action here] [fill in kind of consequence here].

For example, another consequentialist principle might look like this:

You ought always to act so as to relieve suffering.

III. Duty to Prevent Suffering
Consequentialism does seem to capture some basic elements of moral thinking, e.g., that consequences matter, and that moral thinking ought to be impartial in how it regards each person's well-being. Drawing on these insights Peter Singer argues that our obligations to those who suffer are much greater than what we might have thought.
Note that Singer is not aiming to defend consequentialism. His point is to draw on consequentialist insights about morality to raise deep challenges to our ordinary moral beliefs; in particular, he's concerned to show that the line we draw between DUTY and CHARITY is misplaced. Here's the argument:

1. Suffering and death from lack of food, shelter and medical care are very bad.

2. PREVENT SUFFERING PRINCIPLE (PSP): If it is in our power to prevent something bad from happening, without thereby sacrificing anything of comparable moral importance, we ought, morally, to do it.
   - This principle doesn't require that we promote happiness; it simply requires that we prevent bad. It also allows that we only have to act if nothing comparably important is at stake.
   - For the principle to avoid collapsing into a maximizing requirement, we have to introduce the notion of a baseline (otherwise, if things are bad simply by being less than optimal, then we'd be required to do everything a maximizing principle requires).

3. The things we'd have to give up in order to make large contributions of money, time, and/or energy to famine relief, are less important (morally speaking) than life, food, shelter, or medical care.

4. So we ought to make large contributions of money, time, and/or energy to famine relief.

Further notes:
- What we ought to do is not affected by the proximity or distance of those we're aiming to affect. It may be psychologically difficult to identify with others far away, and so difficult to care about them, but that's compatible with its being a moral requirement that I act with their welfare in mind.
- What we ought to do doesn't depend on whether I alone or millions of us could equally well help out. One might feel less guilty if others are also shirking--but why should this matter morally? Am I less obligated to save the drowning child if others are also watching?

But is the Prevent Suffering Principle plausible? It would seem to require that we make contributions that would reduce ourselves (and dependents?) to the level of marginal utility--i.e., that level at which, by giving more, I'd be worse off than those I'm aiming to help. This clearly contradicts our ordinary judgments, so would require very strong backing--which Singer doesn't try to offer. Instead he suggests a weaker principle that seems extremely plausible. Here are the revised premises:

2*. MODIFIED PREVENT SUFFERING PRINCIPLE (MPSP: weaker/moderate version): If it is our power to prevent something very bad from happening, without thereby sacrificing anything morally significant, then we ought, morally, to do it.
   - Example: saving a drowning child only at the cost of ruining one's new shoes.

3*. The things we'd have to give up in order to make large contributions of money, time, and/or energy to famine relief, are not morally significant.

4 (same as before). So we ought to make large contributions of money, time, and/or energy to famine relief.

Questions for Singer:
- Singer relies heavily on an analogy with refusing to sacrifice one’s new shoes to save a drowning child. Is this analogy apt? How is this case different from giving to famine relief? What can we learn from the differences?
• How should we determine the moral significance of something? Are my shoes morally significant if they bring me happiness? If they help me to get a good job that supports my family?

IV. Duty and Charity
The move from the strong to the weak version helps, but it puts added pressure on premise (3*) – are the sacrifices we’d have to make morally insignificant? We tend to distinguish DUTY from CHARITY – what we give to relief organizations here or abroad is morally optional – we’re good to do it, but we don’t really have to. If we recognized that aid and assistance to relieve suffering is not morally optional, then our lives would look very different.

But why should we think that our "luxuries" aren't morally significant? If happiness is morally significant, and “luxuries” bring us happiness, why aren't they morally significant? What marks the line between the morally significant and the morally insignificant? Singer seems to think that the only thing that matters morally is suffering and relief from it – as long as you've reached the baseline for a reasonable life, anything more is morally irrelevant. Is this plausible? It might seem that a life for everyone at the baseline might be a pretty gloomy existence, but is this true? What does the research in empirical psychology tell us? Singer would certainly ask us to look at the alternative: some people suffer and die when they could be helped, while others luxuriate in their riches? Is this a morally acceptable situation?

V. Lifeboat Ethics
It might be tempting to respond to Singer that the affluent have a right to what they have earned and what they have purchased with what they have earned. And no one has a right to demand it be given to them. Let’s grant this for the sake of argument. The problem is that Singer is not arguing that those dying of starvation have a right to be given aid (though some others would argue for that). Rather, he is arguing that even if we have a right to our wealth, we are doing something morally wrong by holding onto it and not using it to help those who are suffering and dying for lack of food, water and medical care.

Garrett Hardin offers an argument against aid in consequentialist terms. In fact, he claims that not only do we have no moral obligation to give relief aid to poor countries, but we are morally obliged not to provide aid. He relies on an analogy with a lifeboat. Do those on a lifeboat have an obligation to bring aboard all others who are drowning? Hardin says “No.” The right action is to bring aboard only that number compatible with the safety of those on board, for any other action would be to bring about, or at least risk, disaster. He then argues that we shouldn’t help feed the starving in poor countries because given the patterns of population growth and limitations on resources, like overloading the lifeboat, this will only result in worse consequences down the road.

Questions for Hardin:
• Are we currently in a lifeboat situation? Are rich countries at their “carrying capacity”?
• Does it matter if the lifeboat (wealth) was obtained unjustly or immorally?
• Who is responsible for the famine? If we [those in the First World] are responsible for inequity in the distribution of resources, should they [those in the Third World] suffer for it?
• Is population growth in poor countries the primary cause of famine? Is it plausible that aid to poor countries causes population growth? How does adequate food, education and health care affect population growth?
• Is it really better to avoid the risk of a slightly worse disaster [the lifeboat capsizing] by allowing a certain disaster [all those in the sea to drown]?
• Suppose we grant that, in the future, more will die of starvation if we give to famine relief now than will die if we withhold aid. What are we to make of all the additional years lived and people born between now and then? Many lives will be lost, but many will also be gained.
Appendix: Tragedy of the Commons

Question: Is it true that if each individual acts rationally to promote their own self-interest, this will result in the best for society as a whole? Garrett Hardin argues not (see recommended readings):

The tragedy of the commons develops in this way. Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be expected that each herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons. Such an arrangement may work reasonably satisfactorily for centuries because tribal wars, poaching, and disease keep the numbers of both man and beast well below the carrying capacity of the land. Finally, however, comes the day of reckoning, that is, the day when the long-desired goal of social stability becomes a reality. At this point, the inherent logic of the commons remorselessly generates tragedy.

As a rational being, each herdsman seeks to maximize his gain. Explicitly or implicitly, more or less consciously, he asks, "What is the utility to me of adding one more animal to my herd?" This utility has one negative and one positive component.

1) The positive component is a function of the increment of one animal. Since the herdsman receives all the proceeds from the sale of the additional animal, the positive utility is nearly +1.

2) The negative component is a function of the additional overgrazing created by one more animal. Since, however, the effects of overgrazing are shared by all the herdsmen, the negative utility for any particular decision-making herdsman is only a fraction of -1.

Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman concludes that the only sensible course for him to pursue is to add another animal to his herd. And another; and another.... But this is the conclusion reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd without limit-in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.


Also YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYA1y405JW0
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